Chrysler furnaces

The serial numbers are 3A and 3A I checked Building Intelligence Center and they do not have
the first two digits of the serial numbers from the furnaces. They are quite old. From what I
could find online, it appears they may have been built in , based on the first digit. Just trying to
confirm before putting that in my report. Use common sense and visual observation to
distinguish decades from one another. But, if they look that old, I would just report that they are
beyond their useful lives and to budget for replacementâ€¦that is if they were operating as they
should at inspection time. Otherwise, refer them out to a qualified HVAC tech. Thanks Larry,
Amazingly they were operating properly. Will advise to budget for replacement. Thanks Junior,
So it must be , and they both were still working at 47 years old! IMO, the style of the Data plate
riveted as opposed to self-adhesive and color would support the s date. As a HI consulting your
client, one should know the major difference between the concepts. What year was the home
built? Appreciate your help! Chrysler sold Airtemp to Fedders in and the plant closed shortly
after. I would also recommend them being serviced for safe operationâ€¦being that old. Cracks
in heat exchangers can take 15 to 20 minutes or more to open up, Dale. Good information
regarding potential cracks in the heat exchanger. Thanks Larry! Hello Jeffrey, Makes perfect
sense and great catch. Thank you! Hello Simon, Agree, thank you for your input! Remember
Me? Education Advanced Search. Results 1 to 6 of 6. Thread: Chrysler Furnace Age? Join Date
Feb Location St. Louis, Mo. Posts Chrysler Furnace Age? Does anyone know how to determine
the vintage of an old Chrysler brand furnace? The one I saw today was a Model DD. The serial
number was N Here are the photos that I did take of parts of it. I didn't think at the time to get a
photo of the entire unit. Thanks a lot for the help! Similar Threads: Venting gas furnace
acceletaes deterioration of flue formerly venting oil furnace? JPG Re: Chrysler Furnace Age?
Clients ask me the age and the answer is the same, Ancient. Don't know the age, don't care, not
going to try to look it up. Installation cost will be recovered in roughly 2 years. Sorry, not trying
to be a jerk. I do a lot for my clients but I'm not wasting time trying to figure out the age of an
antique like that. Well, at least it doesn't have a belt drive. Markus, are you sure the investment
can be recovered in as little as two years? Since I am not the one controlling the T-stat, no I am
not sure. I've had clients tell me they felt they got their money back in one year. Which I tend to
find a bit over-optimistic. I've had clients tell me they got their money back in 3 years. Which I
think is entirely plausible. Most clients have stated that they were pretty happy with their return
after the 2nd winter. It adds up pretty quick. Also consider every summer and winter we seem to
have the highest gas and natural gas prices. Also are utility taxes are pretty high. It all adds up.
Thanks Markus! That's pretty much the answer I gave the client. The house is 35 years old, and
the client figures this puppy is probably original equipment. He's probably right. Just being
curious! Thanks again! Watson, Sr. Think Chrysler sold off about that time. Bookmarks
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carburetor air filter, high compression engine, full pressure lubrication, and an oil filter which
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worry-free home heating Airtemp oil furnaces are designed to provide the best in home heating
comfort and value. Clean combustion, engineered heat distribution and quiet operation are the
benefits you can expect, year after year, when you choose an Airtemp oil furnace. And, our
exceptional warranties insure peace of mind. Quality, reliability and valueâ€¦that's Airtemp All
Airtemp oil furnaces have the following features: D. Department of energy efficiency standards
Clean combustion: High quality Beckett burners utilize the latest technology for efficient, clean
combustion. Proven design: Heavy gauge wrap-around design heat exchanger promotes
smoother airflow and maximum performance. Quiet operation: High density cabinet insulation
reduces operational sound levels. Attractive appearance: Appliance-grade powder coated steel
cabinet ensures a long-lasting finish. Oil Furnace Highboy. Oil Furnace Lowboy. Oil Furnace
Downflow. Technical Specifications. Forgot your Password? We welcome your comments and
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a 's natural gas Chrysler furnace forced air and would like to know how the furnace is supposed
to operate. Currently I set the thermostat to 70 and the burner comes on. Then after the burner
has been running a while the blower turns on. It runs for a little while then the blower turns off,
the burner is still running. I wait a little while then the blower comes back on. This cycle
continues until the temp reaches thermostat setting. Sometimes it sounds like the burner goes
out then starts back up when the blower shuts off. Anyone fimilar with this furnace please help?
I had a service check-up done on this unit last month and the tech said it was ok. He only
checked the burner and heat exchanger and blower for operation. He did not run it for any
length of time. The fan limit. Place fan switch on tstat to on and see what happens to fan
operation. If fan cuts off than you have a problem with the fan motor either electrical or
mechanical. After the thermostat turns on then th burner will light after heating up tothe "ON"
setting on the fan limit switch the blower will come on if the fan turns off before the burner then
th fan limit "ON" setting is too low. If the burner turns off before the blower then the fan may not
be moving enough air. HVAC Questions. A model gas furnace may be a VERY dangerous piece
of equipment. Did the technician perform a CO, Carbon Monoxide test?? Did he check, test the
Heat Exchanger for cracks??? Did he test the air flow CFM?? Did he test the heat rise
temperature??? Do you know the static pressure at the furnace?? From your question, I can not
tell what tests were performed on your furnace. You may need a second opinion - refer to The
basic operation of all gas furnaces with a standing pilot: Thermostat calls for heat Gas valve
opens, allowing gas to flow, and pilot lights the burners. Heat exchanger heats up, when it
reaches the set temperature of the fan switch, this switch closes which turns on the blower. The
thermostat temperature is satisfied and turns off the gas valve, the blower keeps running until
the temperature of the fan switch reduces past the set point, the switch opens and the blower
turns off. The furnace is now off. There are other switches and safeties in this system that have
not been described. Hope this has been helpful. Last edited by mattison; at AM. Reason: Web
link removed. View Public Profile. Wayne, Not sure how you found this thread, this thread has
been dead for 7 years. Look at the dates before you reply to a thread.. Anything over 6 months
really should not be open up again, unless the original poster opens it up again. Also, FYI, I

would suggest you move your web page link to the profile section. Find all posts by Jay11J.
Find all posts by mattison. Gas burner shuts off but blower continues to run. Magic Chef gas
furnace blower cycles on and off without burner. I have a magic chef gas furnace that is about
22 years old. When heat is called Heil Quaker Furnace Problem. Bryant Furnace Blower Doesn't
Stop. I have a recent Model 80 Brynat NG furnace. Recently, the blower fan has been st Recently
replaced limit switch because blower would not shut off even though t Aquastat not sending
power to circulating pump. Insight for eliminating snow from long drveway from big snows! Oil
Light. Whole house generator, general questions. DIY install. Any Tips for Identifying Circuits
and their breakers? Load balancing a main panel? Gas and Oil Home Heating Furnaces. I
replaced a 19 year old magic chef fuel oil furnace with a new comfort aire downflow fuel oil
furnace model odhad3. Intake ductwork matched perfectly-had to modify supply side ductwork.
I had 2 white wires tied together and two black wires tied together coming out of what I call the
[main box] so I put black with black and white with white and grounded the copper to the
furnace. I hooked up the 2 wires from the thermastat to the 2 empty spots above the burner
motor. I get absolut
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ely nothing when I tell the thermastat to fire the furnace. Pretty much hooked it up the same
way as the old one. I have an old furnace with the honeywell box on it. I can't get the furnace to
fire and I will give more info. At times the reset button had to be reset. Then the furnace would
fire up. At times I could hear it trying to fire, sputtering almost then I would shut the switch off,
back on and it would fire. Now it is different. Now the pump is pumping, oil is flowing but no
ignition. I took the transformer off, did a bench test with the points connected to the transformer
and I get a good spark. I know theres oil, theres spark too. Why wouldn't it fire. Like I said, the
pump is pumping. Can it be the CAD cell? I was hoping it was just the transformer but I got
good spark every test, 20 times or so or can it be a faulty tranny, just not always? Hope to hear
soon from ya. Ask a Question. Question Title:. Your question will be posted in:. Almost There!
New User? Back to question.

